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Abstract: The study aims to be acquainted with future challenges which threaten the Arab sports
championships, be acquainted with the level of the challenges and setting some proposals to deal with these
challenges. Researcher has adopted the descriptive method-survey and analysis studies as it is the most
suitable method to deal with nature of such research. Challenges which threaten the future of Arab
championships are: challenges related to hosting of championships and high financial costs to be fulfilled by
hosting country; several Arab countries organize Arab sports championships and show readiness to organize
world and continental championships; lack of financial support allocated from Arab League and Arab
Federation for Sports Games; Arab-Arab conflicts in Arab Federations; intensity of sports championships held
periodically in the continental, regional and world and international fields; sensitivity of victory and defeat in
Arab matches; world champions and teams of group games get less financial revenue and thus they refrains
participating; lack of media coverage for Arab championships; use of doping in Arab Championships as they
are out of the control of International Olympic Committee and World Sports Federations; lack well-preparations
for national teams to participate in the Arab championships as getting such titles will never influence
international classifications; political disputes among Arab countries influence sports games
competitions;which party to sponsor Arab Sports Championships-Arab League or Arab Federations; weakness
of sponsorship and marketing for Arab Sports Championships; no supreme administrative party to maintain
positive participation and high level of each championship (such as O.S in the International Olympic
Committee); lack of scientific and competitive concerns to develop championships’ technology; riots in Arab
playgrounds; trivial amounts to support countries which are unable to participate in Arab Sports
Championships;lack of financial support to be allocated for Arab Specialized Federations (as happened in the
Olympic and international fields) and expansion in sports naturalization without regulations as well.
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INTRODUCTION championship was threatened with several challenges;

The  first  Arab  Sports  Championship  was hosted League / Arab Sports Federations for Various Games /
by Egypt in Alexandria in 1953. H.E. Abdul Rahman Arab Federation for Sports Games / countries which host
Azzam Basha the Secretary General of the Arab League the event.
launched his sports initiative in March 1947 requesting The Championship is also threatened with several
the Arab League to organize sports championships to future challenges. One challenge is that the championship
gather the Arab youth. Eng. Ahmed Dimirdash Toni the is not held regularly, as it has only been organized 11
Member of the International Olympic Committee and times since 1953. Several editions  were  delayed  and
Secretary General of Egypt Olympic Committee adopted some other editions were shifted from a country to
this exalt concept and persuaded the official persons of another [1, 4, 7, 8].
the Arab League with the same. The concept was Only six countries hosted the  event  since  1953
welcomed, presented to the  Arab  League’s  Council on while the other countries-members in the  Arab  League
9  April 1953 and then approved [1-4]. The championship (22 countries) refrained the same. Some Arab countries actth

was organized successfully. Further Arab championships to host world and continental championships. 32 Olympic
were then successively organized up to the 11  edition, sports games and 409 non-Olympic games are included inth

which was held in Egypt in Nov. 2007 [5, 6]. The the Arab championship, held in Egypt in 2007 taking into

were it not for the great efforts exerted by the Arab
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consideration that the event started only with 10 games in Personal Scientific Notice: through attending the 8
1953. Arab championships suffer lack of financial support Arab championship (in Lebanon) / 9  championship
to be allocated from the Arab League-the most of which (in Jordon) / 10  championship (Algeria) along with
was one million Dollars [1, 3, 5, 9, 10]. a visit to the premises of the Arab Federation for

Objective of the Research: Personal Interview: Researcher proceeded with

Be acquainted with future challenges which threaten challenges which threaten Arab championships.
the Arab sports championships. Interviews were held with some presidents and
Be acquainted with the level of the challenges. members of Arab federations who have participated
Setting some proposals to deal with these challenges. in Arab championships / Arab Olympic Champions

Focus of the Research: Emirates and Egypt) along with some experts in the

What are the most eminent future challenges which Inquiry: It is the main method to gather information.
may threaten Arab sports championships? It includes 20 phrases, representing challenges which
What are the levels of these challenges? threaten Arab championships-using the fifth
What are the proposals decided to deal with these indicator
challenges?

MATERIALS AND METHODS reviewing study on a group of experts-who have

Method of  the   Research:   Researcher   has    adopted Arabia / Bahrain / Kuwait. They are five experts. The
the  descriptive   method-survey  and  analysis  studies. study aimed to get sure that the form has been fulfilled;
It is the most suitable method to deal with nature of such the conclusion of the study is:
research.

Information  of  the  Research:  Researcher  has  dealt relevant to the challenges.
with various sources and reports to collect information Time of filling the form is suitable.
about Arab championships.

Sample of the Research honest and reliable sources.
Sample of the Research Has Included:

Arab Olympic Committees: Researcher has  fulfilled scientific sources and inquiring experts’ point of view,
a  form  for  each  of the Arab Olympic Committee research was applied between 15/9/2007 to 19/10/2007.
(No. 13 form) taking into consideration that 8
Olympic Committee did not respond while another Statistic Processes: Researcher used the following
form has not been counted for lack of answers. statistic processes:
Experts of the Field: They are seven including
presidents  and  members  of   Arab  federations / Repetitions
Arab Olympic champions who participate in Arab Percentage
and Olympic events and attained achievements / Test of K
masters of sports management who have experience Honest and reliable sources.
of more than 20 years in Arab championships and
events. Challenges Threaten Future of Arab Championships

Means Followed for Gathering of  Information: and High Financial Costs to Be Fulfilled by Hosting
Researcher has collected necessary information from the Country: One of the biggest challenges which threaten
following sources: the Arab sports championship is the high expenses paid

th

th

th

Sports Games.

interviews to collect more information about

who have got Olympic medals (from Morocco,

field of sports management.

Reviewing Study: Researcher has proceeded with a

participated in previous championships-from UAE / Saudi

Expressions used in the research are clear and

Scientific Dealings with Forms: Researcher dealt with

Application of Research: After getting sure of the

2

Challenges   Related   to   Hosting  of  Championships
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by the hosting country.  The  expenses  of  the  latest Arab-arab Conflicts in Arab Federations: Arab-Arab
Arab Championship in Algeria was estimated at 120 conflict is one of the challenges that threaten the Arab
million dollar for upgrading sports facilities and championships.  Example  for  this  is   the  establishment
constructing new facilities in four cities; these are: Alger of  Arab  Federation  for  one  sports  game  in  two
/ Annaba / Wahran / Al-Baleeda. Accordingly it is sisterly Arab countries. Shifting the meeting of the
difficult to host this championship regularly. Only 11 Secretariat General from one country to another is a
edition of the championship was organized during 54 conflict, besides refusing of the officials of the former
years (from 1953 in Alexandria to 2007 in Egypt). federation  to  handover  necessary  documents  to the
Increasing of expenses is a result of the increasing of the later  federation.  Other  kind of conflicts is among
sports games (from 10 games in the first edition to 409 members of the same Federation (e.g. between chairman
competitions in 32 games in the 11  edition). Hosting and deputy chairman / or between some other members).th

country will not be able to cover the hosting requirements Accordingly  Arab  Sports  Court  to be formed to deal
in the future. with such conflicts before resorting to international

Several Arab Countries Refrain Organizing  Arab
Sports Championships and Shows Readiness to Organize Intensity of Sports Championships Held Periodically in
World and Continental Championships: Several Arab the Continental, Regional and World and International
countries  refrains  organizing  Arab  championships. Fields: World championships-approved by international
Only six countries have organized the event out of 22 federations-have recently been extended. Champions and
countries-members in the Arab League (three editions Arab federations focus on such championships to attain
organized  in  Egypt  /  two  editions organized in world titles and to improve positions in the world
Morocco, Syria and Lebanon / one edition organized classifications. Accordingly, they prefer to participate in
Jordon and Algeria). The other 16 Arab countries Arab championships with second team / reserves. Arab
refrained hosting the championship. No Gulf country countries participate in the Arab championships
applied to host the event in spite of the fact that Gulf according to political resolutions and not as per a real
countries enjoy advanced facilities and abilities to host desire from the federations.
such events.

On the other hand, the said countries apply to host Sensitivity of Victory and Defeat in Arab Matches:
world and regional championships. They organize Sensitivity of victory-defeat in Arab matches has become
Formula races, tennis and golf competitions which cost a deep-rooted problem. Arab media played a negative part
millions of dollars. Accordingly, Arab championships are and instigated the public and thus it has become means of
to be organized regularly in rotations between Arab discordance rather than means of harmony.
countries which are able to host the event. In this respect, we need sports honor covenant to

Lack of Financial Support Allocated from Arab League championships on the right tracks.
and Arab Federation for Sports Games: Arab
championships suffer lack of financial support to be World Champions and Teams of Group Games Get less
allocated from the Arab League and Arab Federation for Financial Revenue and Thus They Refrains
Sports Games. In this respect, the 22 Article of the Participating: Arab champions who have got world
Regulation of the  Arab  Sports  Championships-issued distinctive classification do not show a desire to
by virtue of  a  resolution  from  the  Arab  League participate  in  Arab  sports  championships  particularly
Council-stipulates that the Council  to  allocate  one in the group games (e.g. cancellation happened for
million dollar from the budget of Secretariat General to football, handball competitions in Algeria Championship
meet the expenses of the Arab championships; one / Basketball competition for Ladies held in  Egypt  was
hundred thousand dollar also to be allocated to cover also cancelled.
expenses of the Arab delegations. It is to be mentioned The reason  was  the  little  financial  amount
that the said amount-allocated by the Arab League-is allocated for participants. Champions also fear to be
trivial comparing to other expenses to be paid by the exposed to injuries and thus they will lose millions of
hosting country to meet championship expenses such as dollars (as a result of participating in un-recognized
upgrading and constructing of new facilities … internationally championships).

arbitration.

regulate matches of Arabs and to put Arab events and
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Lack of Media  Coverage  for  Arab  Championships: It is difficult to isolate politics from sports due to
Arab matches and championships suffer lack of media economic reasons; sports activities-in the Arab world-are
coverage while we notice massive media coverage for mainly supported by Arab governments. So, to ensure
non-Arab championships such as European football success of future Arab sports championships, sport is to
competitions. A clear example for this was that the be isolated from politics. In this respect more powers and
Olympic Games in Athena 2004 was covered by 21500 independency to be given for the civil sector.
journalists   (covering   301   competitive  games)  while
the 11  Arab Championship-which includes 409 Which Party  to  Sponsor   Arab   Sportsth

competitive games-was in need of more media coverage. Championships-Arab League or Arab Federations: There

Use of Doping in Arab Championships as They  Are out championships. Accordingly various sports corporations
of the Control of International Olympic Committee and and authorities intervene and try to supervise the
World Sports Federations: Doping is the biggest organizational process.
challenge that threatens the sports movement all round
the world. The dramatic medical jump has created some Weakness of Sponsorship and Marketing for Arab
methods to hide the effect of doping. All medical Sports Championships: The regulation of the Arab Sports
committees exert utmost efforts to sustain the prestigious Championships issued by virtue of the resolution of the
status of sport and to give titles for deservers. The Arab League's Council stipulates that the organizing
existing of only one internationally approved Arab country is to provide financial support  from
laboratory in Tunisia along with expensive cost of sample advertisement / media marketing / TV. Telecasting. The
test (400 dollar) helped the increase of doping usage in process to held via capable private companies and
Arab championships as they are out of the control of corporations during the championships' period. 15% of
international Olympic Committee and world sports the income of the advertisement and marketing to be
federations. Laboratory for Doping Test should be allocated for the Arab Federation for Sports Games so as
established in each Arab country which is to host the to cover expenses of Arab sports federations in the
Arab championships so that most participants are championship. In spite of the fact that the biggest
exposed to doping test. marketing contract has been signed during the 11th

Lack Well-preparations for National Teams to media and marketing companies against  thirty five
Participate in the Arab Championships as Getting Such millions pounds, Arab championships still suffer
Titles Will Never Influence International weakness or delay of marketing. Some sponsoring
Classifications: Arab Olympic Committees do not prepare companies do not commit to the contracts period and thus
their national teams in a proper way to participate in Arab organizational procedures are negatively influenced. In
championships since titles and medals of such most cases the organizing country intervened to solve the
championship are not recognized in the international crisis.
classification, while full preparatory procedures to be
taken for participation in other Olympic and world No Supreme   Administrative  Party  to  Maintain
championships. In this respect it is to be mentioned that Positive Participation and High Level of Each
approval of Arab championships' titles is vital for future Championship  (Such  as O.s in the International
success and continuity of Arab championships. Olympic Committee): Since Arab championships are not

Political Disputes among Arab Countries Influence for Sports Games / other Arab Sports Federations) Arab
Sports Games Competitions: Political disputes move countries refrain participation in such championships due
easily to the sports field (politicization of sport). It is a real to political reasons or financial problems. On the other
challenge that threatens Arab championships. A clear hand, Arab countries participate with massive delegations
example for this is Camp David Agreement according to in other Olympic championships. The reason of this is
which Arab Summit was held a meeting in Baghdad and that there is no specific party responsible for the
decided to isolate Egypt from any organization or Arabian preparatory procedures such as the O.S. Committee in the
sports event. International Olympic Committee which acts to popularize

is no specific party sponsoring Arab sports

edition of the championship in 2007 with one of the Saudi

affiliated to specific party (Arab League / Arab Federation
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and sponsor the Olympic movement regularly among Trivial Amounts to Support Countries Which Are Unable
members of the Olympic Committee. It also acts to give
equal chances of training / academic scholarship /
financial support for sportspersons and participating
countries. In this respect it is to be mentioned that
support in Sydney Olympic Games (2000) was 632
academic scholarships provided to sportspersons from
121 countries. Qualification has been made for 472
sportspersons of whom 61 sportspersons got 70 medals.
The Committee's support from 2001 to 2004 was 43.5
million dollars.

Accordingly, Arab Board should be formed to deal
with such challenges / maintain and encourage un-able
countries to participate in Arab championships.

Lack of Scientific and Competitive Concerns to Develop
Championships’  Technology:  In  spite  of   existing  of
310  researches  on  sports  activities  which  are included
in the Arab games championships and expected to get
international medals (216 of which are M.A. Degree
researches and 94 Ph.D. researches), recommendations
and  implementation  of  these researches are un-
applicable because there is no specialized party to be
responsible for sponsorship and supervision of Arab
championships.

Sports Naturalization: Sports naturalization  is  one  of
the biggest challenges which threaten Arab sports
movement. In this respect, we refer to arbitrary
naturalization (the so called open naturalization). Some
Gulf countries provide several facilities to award the
country’s citizenship (e.g. one Gulf country has awarded
60 African persons its citizenship recently). This action
violates the   supreme  sports  objectives  for  civil
Olympic committees and contradicts the principle of the
“qualifying of national champion”.

Riots in Arab Playgrounds: Playgrounds are subject to
uncivilized and aggressive riots which may be committed
by any of the following: (players / referees /
administrators / spectators / journalists / security men) to
explain their objection or dissatisfaction toward some
actions happened during  the  process  of  competition.
To avoid such riots a compulsory covenant to be decided
for the following parties:

Concerned sports bodies.
Governmental and popular parties.
Media.

to Participate in Arab Sports Championships: The Arab
League Council has allocated only 100 thousand dollars
to cover travel expenses of the Arab countries’
delegations to participate in Arab championships. The
amount is trivial. It does not cover expenses of some of
the championship’s competitions taking into
consideration that 409 competitions were held during the
latest Arab Championship in Egypt in 2007. In such case,
only few countries are expected to participate and
cancellation may take place for some competitions
(basketball competition for ladies was cancelled in the
Arab Championship, held in Egypt in 2007 / football and
handball competitions were cancelled in the 10th edition
of the Championship, held in Algeria).

Lack of Financial Support to Be Allocated for Arab
Specialized  Federations  (As Happened in the Olympic
and  International  Fields):  The  23rd  Article   of  the
Arab    Championships   Regulations-issued   by   virtue
of the  resolution  of  Arab  League  Council-stipulates
that 15% of the income of the advertisement and
marketing to be allocated to the Arab Federation for
Sports Games.   In   fact   it   is   very   difficult   to  send
this  support  for  Arab  federations  which  are  assigned
to  organize  Arab  championships.  Comparing to
Olympic championships, we find that 92% of the
championship’s  revenue  is  allocated for national
Olympic committees-the countries of which are to
participate in the Olympic Championship. Unless the same
policy is adopted in the Arab field to encourage more
participation, we will be threatened with great challenges
for lack of finance.

Expansion in Sports Naturalization Without
Regulations: Expansion in sports naturalization should be
limited to specific regulations just as it happens in other
international federations e.g. the person who is nominated
for new citizenship is to be aware of the language of the
new country / spend considerable period as resident in
the new country / be acquainted with the new country’s
traditions. The aforementioned factors make it difficult to
get a new citizenship / protect countries’ nationals / raise
technical level of various competitions. Accordingly,
naturalization should take place as per specific regulations
to be approved and announced by all participating
countries.
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